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Jane Taylor is pregnant. Only, now not within the traditional sense. all of it begun whilst Jane
neglected her period. no matter if it used to be the clouds within the sky or an immense case of
being pregnant envy (this year's concern), Jane does not know. She purely is familiar with that
she informed her top male friend, and started to think it. till she obtained her interval and
discovered she by no means was. Pregnant.But that short glimpse into the opposite
international -- the realm of smiling faces and courteous males -- used to be simply too
attractive to not join . . .and so Jane advised a bit white misinform her live-in boyfriend, and
crossed the line. With the aid of a purple Magic Marker she closed the distance that separated
her from the absolutely ideal pregos.Enter Jane's world, one in every of deception and success,
Mr. improper and Mr. Right, food Police and tilted uteruses, child showers and big name
obstetricians. As Jane spins towards her due date, she's obtained loads of soul-searching to do
-- let alone an appointment with truth . . .
Jane Taylor is pregnant. Or not less than she thinks she is. a number of days late, she can not
help yet proportion the nice news- along with her The Thin Pink Line (Jane Taylor #1) ally
David, with random strangers, and along with her unable-to-commit boyfriend, Trevor.
unexpectedly captivated with pregnancy, Jane will get a glimpse into how the opposite The Thin
Pink Line (Jane Taylor #1) part lives. males carry open doorways for pregnant women, they've
got a definite glow, and she or he cannot wait to be a visual a part of that community. whilst
Jane unearths out a few weeks later that she is almost definitely no longer pregnant, she is not
able to renounce the illusion. even though her flat abdominal continues to be flat, she keeps
with the charade on the The Thin Pink Line (Jane Taylor #1) workplace and at home, eager to
be pregnant although she fairly isn't.I picked this one up a few weeks in the past at one in every
of my favorite bookstores. gentle and enjoyable chick lit by no means fails to amuse me, and i
have been examining a rather a lot of it in recent years whereas we prepare for the Christmas
season. i like books that entertain me, and perhaps even make me laugh. Jane Taylor is a
enjoyable protagonist. She jogged my memory a bit of Becky Bloomwood from the The Thin
Pink Line (Jane Taylor #1) Shopaholic series. Jane will get herself into this very unlikely state of
affairs by way of mendacity to nearly everybody round her, and as soon as she discovers how
demanding it truly is to take care of the appearance of being pregnant, she's in too deep to
easily inform the truth. i used to be curious as to how Lauren Baratz-Logsted might have this
one play out. How may Jane retain the appearance of The Thin Pink Line (Jane Taylor #1) her
pregnancy? while might the reality The Thin Pink Line (Jane Taylor #1) come out? The Thin
Pink Line (Jane Taylor #1) at first i could not see how the plot could figure out in a fashion that
wasn't too far-fetched, yet i used to be pleasantly shocked with what she got here up with.There
was once additionally a slightly enjoyable romance thrown into the combination of this as well. i
actually loved Tolkien, the affection interest, yet to be sincere I want that there could were a
couple of extra scenes among the 2 of them because the romance developed. I felt a bit
blindsided by way of it all- one second the 2 are only assembly for the 1st time, and the
following second they're in love. It used to be relaxing nonetheless, yet i'd have beloved the
advancements to be a bit extra gradual.Overall, this was once a enjoyable read, nice for if you

find yourself searching for anything to learn that won't too heavy, yet is not dumbed down either.
there is a sequel to the skinny red Line known as Crossing the road and i am having a bit hassle
monitoring one down from my autonomous bookstore. Does somebody have a replica of it that
they want to trade?
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